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The unique properties of plasma with its ability to generate ultra-high electromagnetic fields

makes it a promising candidate for novel types of particle accelerators and colliders. The basic

mechanism of plasma-based accelerators is that an intense laser pulse or relativistic particle

bunch drives an electron wave (wakefield) while traveling through plasma, and particles can be

accelerated in the strong electric fields in its wake. The type of driver has a strong implication

on the plasma dynamics and therefore the acceleration process. Our collaboration is developing

a hybrid type of plasma accelerator that utilizes the synergy of both laser and electron drivers

by using a laser-driven stage to generate the driver for a subsequent particle-driven stage [1].

This offers a path towards compact sources of electron beams of highest quality.

We would like to present experimental results from the combined effort of our collabo-

ration during the last few years. The first milestone we achieved was the demonstration of

laser-accelerated electron bunches driving plasma wakefields and its direct visualization us-

ing a few-cycle optical probe [2]. This allowed us to study the ion motion taking place in the

acceleration process, which has implications for some types of large-scale plasma accelera-

tors. The next milestone was the proof-of-concept controlled injection and acceleration of wit-

ness bunches [3, 4]. Most recently, we have shown experimentally that the hybrid scheme acts

as a beam quality and stability transformer, where (comparably) low-quality laser-accelerated

bunches are transformed into high-quality bunches with increased stability, a critical milestone

demonstrating the very strong potential of the hybrid scheme.
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